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The work of stream measurements has been carried on by the I rrigat ion 
Office, Department of the Interior, for a long period of years in the l
two/provinees of Alberta and Saskatchewan, but it was not until the 
early part of 1909, that the great importance of this work was recognized 
by the Department and at that time a special Hydrographic Surveys 
branch was organized under Mr. P. M. Saucier, C.E., from which time 
the work of stream measurements has been carried on systematically 
and extensively.,

Prior to (his time a current meter rating station had been established 
on a slack water mill pond on Bow River at Calgary, but its equipment 
was never very satisfactory, and it finally fell into bad repair and its 
use was discontinued. Along with the formation of the Hydrographic 
Surveys branch was considered the matter of establishing an up-to-date 
and efficient current meter rating station because it was realized that 
withdut this equipment, by which means all current meters used could 
be frequently rated, the current meter records w'ould be liable to 
serious errors.

No active steps were, however, taken in the yatter until the winter 
of 1910, when the plans, specifications and estimate of cost for the 
station and equipment were prepared by the writer. 'I he contract for 
the work was let to the firm of Jones, Blackshirc and Lyttle of Calgary, 
on May 29th, 1911, and was completed by them on July 21st, 1911. In 
carrying out the construction the steel reinforcing, the steel rails, the 
cement, and the car were supplied by the Department and the City ol
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A panoramic view of the current meter rating station.
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View showing car house and platform at end of tank from which
* to attach meter to car.
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Calgary laid the water supply pipe to the edge of the ra^ng station 
property. Everything else was included in the contract except some 
small electrical fittings which were installed after the work was com
pleted under the writer’s supervision. The total cost of the station and 
equipment was $4,475.39. The total estimated cost for the station was 
$4,690.24. •

In designing the work the aim waq to gain the most perfect apparatus 
possible for rating the current meters and to create a permanent structure 
so that it was early decided to use concrete in the construction of the 
necessary tank.

As no stretch of still water having a suitable length and depth was 
available, it was necessary to create a tank, and in studying its design 
two points had to be principally considered. First, as the water supply 
had to be taken from the city mains the tank had to be made proof 
against any leakage, as the city authorities were not willing to guarantee 
any large supply-of water such as might be required if any serious leakage 
from cracks developed in the tank. Secondly, the cross-sectional water 
area was required as small as possible and yet of sufficient dimensions 
to guard against any following on movement of the water, in running 
the meters through the tank. To overcome the first difficulty a heavily 
reinforced structure was designed, such that being emptied and exposed 
to the weather jn winter no temperature cracks could develop and the 
inside faces of the tank were water-proofed by Sylvester’s process. In 
deciding on the proper cross-section of the tank to overcome the second 
difficulty no data were obtainable, but with the tank as constructed no 
following on movement or undue disturbance of the water has been 
observed, even with the largest meters tested at velocities as high as 
10 feet per second. The length of the tank (250 feet) was adopted in 
order to bring the cost of the structure within the limits of the amount 
of money available, but pfovision has been made in locating the tank 
for its future extension to a length of 500 feet, which is desirable in order 
to attain the highest degree of accuracy.

A description of the station will be given, the various points of which 
will be made clear by referring to the several plates.

The main feature of the station is a car to which the current meter 
is attached and carried through the water in the tank at different 
uniform rates of speed. The three elements, the distance, the time, and 
the number of revolutions of the meter, are mechanically measured and 
from these, the velocity of travel of the current meter through the 
water is related» to the revolution per second of the meter, which 
relation of 1-evolutions to velocity constitutes the rating of the meter.

The concrete tank is 250 feet long with an inside width and depth of 
6 feet by 5 feet 6 inches, and the depth of water to be maintained is 5 
feet. The floor and walls are 8 inches thick and are reinforced heavily, 
longitudinally and transversely, with H inch round mild steel rods, 
in order to absolutely preclude any temperature cracks in the concrete.
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View showing meter suspension irons

w&Em

View showing electric switches and trolleys on car.
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The concrete was specified a mixture of I part lyirtland cement to 7 
parts clean river gravel to have at least 15 turns in a good machine, 
and to be placed wet and thoroughly tam|>ed. All the interior faces 

<were thoroughly spaded in order to create a smooth close grained surface, 
tr^which to apply the Sylvester's wash. All steel rods at joints were 
overtopped Hi inches and it was specified that they were to be wired 
so as to have contact throughout the whole of this length. The tank 
floor was laid on an 8 inch foundation of large stones overlaid with 
smaller stones and gravel, in order to provide thorough drainage for any 
water which might leak through the tank, so that when the tank is 
emptied in winter and exposed to the weather tio heaving might result 
from any water being ' d under the tank bottom. The soil beneath 
is of sandy character, which is permeable to water. The water supply 
is from a 2 inch iron pipe laid from the city mains and a 6 inch tile drain 22-\ 
feet long, fitted with an iron gate valve at the tank, allows the tank to 
be emptied at any time into the Bow river, After the tank was com
pleted all the inside faces were treated with two coats of Sylvester’s wash. 
At the time of writing, the tank has been exposed empty to two cold 
snaps with the thermometer at —30° and no cracking of the concrete 
whatsoever has resulted, except a few hair line cracks near'the top. 
of the walls. As regards the water-proofing, two observation shafts 
were left along the tank sujes running down to1 the foundation and no 
leakage whatever was observed (luring the summer when the tank was 
full except a slight dampness at the bottom of the side walls. It should 
be noted that another reason why it was desired to make the tank 
leak-proof is that-it is intended to obtain evaporation records at the 
tank in future seasons.

The track laid along the side of the tank for Ule car is of 10 pound 
rails and laid to a gauge of 32 3-8 inches on 4 x 0 inch ties, fish plates 
and bolts being used at every joint. In laying the track, the greatest 
care was exercised to get it laid solid and as level as possible with close 
rail joints in order that the car would run on the track as smoothly as 
possible. The measured run of the car is 200 feet, 25 feet being left at 
each end of the track in which toijtfieed up the car, and the track at one 
end runs into the cur house where the car is kept under lock and key, 
when not in use.

The original idea was that the car should be mechanically driven by 
an electric motor working on one of the axles of the car. It is an essential 
that the rate of travel of the car over its measured course should be 
uniform, but after much consideration the writer was not able to devise 
any method of control by which the rate of trav.cl of the car could be 
kept uniform (without acceleration) throughout its run, if driven by an 
electric motor or some other mechanical means. The car is therefore 
propelled by hand, but its design is such that an electric motor can be 
easily attached at any future date if any means can he devised of over
coming the difficulty mentioned above.

t
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Meter rating car at rest; note the switch operating rod upright at 
right and the "time" push switch opposite, near the left wheel.

. 1
Meter rating car in motion.
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The main features in the design of the ear have been copied from the 
car used by the Moreau of Standards, I'nited States Government, at 
their current meter rating station at Washington, D.C., blue’prints 
of the design of which were very kindly lent by an yfficer of the’Bureau 
of Standards.

The main features of the car are that the axles run in roller bearings 
and the platform is attached to the front axle by a pinion joint which 
makes the level of the platform entirely ^dependent on the rear axle, 
and thus imy tendency of the platform to be twisted due to uneven tracks 
is overcome. It is thought that this arrangement eliminates practically 
all the sharp vertical movements which might otherwise be transmitted 
to yie current meter in its travel through the water. Two horizontal 
\j/m arms project from the car to the centre of the concrete tank.1 When 
voting the meter with the rod suspension the meter rods are clamped 
in these horizontal arms. When rating thrrmeter with a cord suspension 
and weights the vertical cord is run down through the sockets used for 
clamping the meter rods, and a removable iron arm is used for attaching 
a wire stay line to the meter. The car wheels have solid flanges and all 
the iron in the car is of heavy section, the idea being that with a heavy 
car running in easy bearings it would be easier to maintain a uniform 
rate of travel than with a light car.

In making the run with the meter the coimt of the revolutions of the 
meter, and of the time interval, are both automatically registered in 
the car house by electric apparatus. The electric circuits from the 
car into the car house arc made by two trolley wires above the car 
and one wire laid along the ties between the tracks. The circuit from 
the meter for the coimt of the revolutions is-made by the two trolley 
wires, while the circuit for the time interval is made by the ground 
wire with one auxiliary wire, and one of the trolley wires used for the 
return. The diagram submitted will show the layout of the electric
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circuits clearly. The distance over whicjh each run is made is 200 feet 
and this distance is marked by two rods set up vertically on the ties 
at the side of the car. On the car platform are two electric switches 
with long arms projecting over the edge of the car platform, and these, 
engaging with the two rods at 200 feet interval, close the electric circuit 
for this interval, running through the commutator bo* on the meter 
and thus the revolutions of the meter over the interval of 200 feet are 
transmitted to the car house where they are registered by two electric 
registers set in scries in order to check each other on the count. Some 
difficulty was experienced at first in getting the electric registers to 
count accurately when running the meters at high velocities, but this 
difficulty was overcome by always over-hauling the commutator box 
on the meters and making a fine adjustment of the make and break 
apparatus therein. It will be seen that this method of counting the 
revolutions is liable to be slightly in error owing to the fact that the 
registers do not take any count of the fractional revolution of the meter 
at either end of the run. This error, however, would be reduced to a 
minimum by increasing the length of the run.

The time interval is counted by a stop watch, which is operated by a 
simple electro magnet, with a padded lever attachment, designed by

fi
Electric recording apparatus, stop watch for time interval and two 

registers in series for meter revolutions count.



the writer, in exactly the same manner that a stop watch is operated 
by hand. At each rod, marking the 21)0 foot interval, the circuit running 
through the stop watch via the two ground wires has inset a one nipple 
push switch, and lugs, underneath the car, make and break the circuit as 
the car passes these two points, thus starting and stopping the watch fit 
the respective ends of the 2(H) foot run and thereby counting the time 
taken by the car in making the run of 2<X) feck

The procedure adopted in rating the meter is to make 20 runs for each 
meter with velocities varying from 0.5 feet per second to 10 feet per 
second, the increments in velocity for each run from the low speed to 
the high bemg as uniformly distributed between the limits as possible. 
From the data thus gained the revolutions per secumh with their cor
responding velocities per second are computed, the pmnts plotted and 
aritong them the most probable curve is drawn. From the rating curve 
thus constructed the rating table is prepared for use in the field and 
office, showing in convenient tabular form the velocities corresponding 
to the various revolutions per second of the meter, from zero velocity 
up to 10 feet per second. It should here be noted that the rule in the 
service is not to measure any stream at a section where the average 
velocity falls below 0.5 feet per second, and a velocity of 10 feet per 
second is about the highest met with in practice.

Mathematically, the most probable curve is that drawn from values 
found from normal equations by the method of least squares. It is con
sidered, however, that the method adopted of taking the values off 
a curve carefully plotted as noted above is quite accurate enough to 
meet all practical requirements, and the saving of time and labour by 
using fids method is very great.

For purposes of keeping a graphical office record of the succeeding 
ratings of the meters a separate sheet is prepared for each meter. On 
this is first plotted, for purposes of comparison, the standard curve for 
the meter (Gurley’» standard curve for all Price electric meter*) and 
all succeeding ratings of the meter will be plotted on the sheet in dif
ferent coloured inks, with notes as to the date of ratings, conditions 
of the meter, etc., until the confusion of many curves will require the 
preparation of a new curve sheet. Revolutions per second are plotted 
as ordinates to a scale of 4 inches to one revolution per second, and 
velocities in feet per second are plotted as abscissae to a scale of 4 inches 
to 2 feet per second. For velocities up to 3 feet per second, an auxiliary 
curve is drawn with the velocity scale increased to 4 inches to 1 foot " 

per second, to allow for greater precision in taking the quantities off 
the curve.

It is the intention to carry on extensive experimental work in order 
to determine the various conditions that affect the rating of the current 
meter. Especially is it desirable to rate every large meter using the 
two methods of suspension, that is by meter rods and by cable with 
stay line. With the limited time available during the past season it
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was possible to rate the meters only with the rod suspension. Some 
of the results obtained, however, arc surprising and worthy of note. 
The writer has had a lengthy experience with the use of the Gurley 
No. 600, large electric meter, and his idea has always? been (and he 
knows that it was shared by other men of ex|>erience) that with con
tinued use on account of the pivot bearings constantly wearing, the 
friction was increased, anil the revolution of the meter was thereby 
retarded. The experience of the past summer in rating nine of these 
meters has indicated that after considerable use the meters run fast 
instead of slow. The evidence proves, that with considerable use the 
bearing points in the meter wear themselves smoother than when re
ceived from the makers, and hence have less friction than when they arc 
new. The experiments, however, have not been exhaustive enough to 
prove anything conclusively beyond the fact that, except when they 
are perfectly new, no current meter can be relied upon unless it is 
carefully and frequently rated. The new medium size type of electric 
meter, Gurley's No. 623, has been adopted by this office for the first time 
this year, and therefore no experiments could be made on worn meters 
of this type. Five meters of this type were tested, of which two had 
been in light use for one season and three were perfectly new. All of 
these gave a rating curve practically the same as the standard curve 
issued by Gurley’s, but in every case showing the meter running a little 
faster than Gurley’s standard.

Of the small electric meters, Gurley’s No. 618, nine were tested and 
all showed nearly the same results, although four of them had been irT 
use for two seasons and five of them were new. At low velocities the new 
curve coincided with Gurley’s standard curve but as the velocities in
creased the new curve dipped below the standard, which means that 
the meter was running slower thafi the standard. This may have been 
due to the bending at high velocities of the small meter rods by which 
the meter was suspended from the car. This bending from the vertical 
of the meter rods was actually noticed to take place, but there was no 
opportunity to use a stay line to keep the rods vertical, and thereby test 
the effect of the bending on the rating of the meter. As indicated above, 
it is the intention to carry on extensive experiments in the future to 
determine the effect of the method of suspension of the meter on the 
rating. In practice, all of the large streams are measured by suspending 
the meter in the stream with a cord and employing a stay line to hold 
the meter up against the current. Under these conditions, especially 
with high velocities,there is a tendency for the meter to sway continually 
from side to side at right angles to the current, and it will be interesting 
and important to determine what effect this has on the revolutions 
of the meter. Identical conditions will not be obtainable at the rating 
stationnas the length of the cord suspension will of necessity be much 
shorter than that used either from a cable car station or from a highway 
bridge station, and this factor will no doubt enter largely into the amount
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of sway that the meter will have. Four rating curves arc submitted 
with this pa|>cr in order to show graphically actual results obtained 
in rating meters of different types during the past summer. Explanatory
notes have been added (which do not appear on the original office copies)
and the curves were «elected to show typical cases.

Mr. V. A. Newhall had charge of all the meter ratings during the 
past season, and under his direction the working parts of the station 
were put into order and the electric switches and recording apparatus 
were finally adjusted and improved to overcome difficulties met with 
in operation. To him, also, the writer is indebted for the notes on the 
behaviour of the several types of meters on being rated.

In conclusion, the writer would note for the information of members 
of the Society, (hat the Irrigation Office is prepared to rate any meters 
that may be sent in by any engineers or others desirous of having their 
current meters tdsted, and a certified rating table will be prepared 
and returned with the meters. A small fee, based on the salaries paid 
to the men by the Department, will be charged to cover only the 
actual time of the engineer and his assistant employed in making the 
rating and preparing the table.
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